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SUMMARY. Analysis of the conducted studies strongly suggests the possibility of usage of
the domestic protein microspheres as a vehicle for radionuclide.

Good treatment results were obtained in case of the experimentally induced rheumatoid
arthritis in rats after intraarticular loading of 165Dy-hMSA. Mathematical calculations show that
homogeneous distribution of RPP in human articulation cavity with the square of 100 cm2 can be
achieved when the quantity of administered particles exceeds 3000. Analysis of dosimetric data in
case of intratumoral loading of 165Dy-hMSA also point out the necessity of the absorbed dose
calculation methods taking into account the distance from the source and possible heterogeneity of
RPP distribution inside the tumor to be employed The prolonged RPP detention in the target causing
no essential morphological and functional changes was achieved by embolization on the level of
septal and interlobular arteries and of efferent arterioles in the animal's renal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Usage of microspheres as a carrier of
curative radionuclides is expedient when
isotopes possessing no ability for the
selective accumulation in damaged focuses
are being administrated. The specificity of
effect of microsphere bound radionuclides
is achieved by respective loading methods
and particle size enabling to hold them on in
target organ for a long time. For example, in
case of the intraarticular injection of colloid
solutions of 198Au, 186Re, "V, I53Sm, 168Er
sized 0.04 - 0.4 mem in spite of good local
effect the authors observed up to 20 % and
more isotope leakage from articular cavity
(1-3,7). Under this circumstances the
absorbed dose for unguinal lymph nodes
varied from 50 to 150 Gy, for liver from 0.4
to 45 Gy (2,4-6,23). Advantage of using of
radionuclides bound to microspheres has
been demonstrated for a number of
oncological diseases when
radiopharmaceutical preparation (RPP) was
administered intratumorally and selectively
intraarterially (9-15, 20). Most
demonstrative are the results of radionuclide
corpuscular therapy of inoperable liver
tumors when patients' mean survival
duration was 24 months and more (11,
15,16, 22). It should be noted that most of

authors applied microspheres sized 15-40
mem (15,16, 19, 21) whereas N. Ackerman
points out that arteriovenous bypasses in
dog liver average 50 mem (17).

TWT Leung et al. have revealed the
development of the radiation induced
pneumonitis in 5 of 80 patients with
inoperable liver tumors after the selective
intraarterial administration of '"Y -
microspheres (18). Average accumulation
of RPP in lungs was 6 % and radiation
induced pneumonitis were observed when
the mean leakage of radioactive
microspheres into lungs exceeded 13%. We
haven't seen valid substantiation of the
microspheres' size administered, hi general
the size varied broadly being within 15 -
3000 mem range. Large variation also exists
in total radioactivity burden, the absorbed
dose during the course of treatment for
various tumors has been estimated to be
from 60 to 100 Gy.

We haven't met publications focusing
on the quantity of microspheres
administered.

The aim of our investigation was to
define the optimal size of loading
microspheres under different ways of
administrations and studying the
peculiarities of the absorbed dose forming
as a function of the microsphere quantity



and radionuclides'
characteristics.

nuclear-physical

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials.
The work was carried out on 180

Shinshilla rabbits both males and females
weighting 1.5 - 2.0 kg and 230 white
nonlinear female rats weighting 150 - 200 g.

Microspheres of human serum
albumin (hMSA) produced in MRRC were
used as a radionuclide carrier. We applied
0.5 - 9.0 mg of 5-10, 10-15, 15-30, 45-60,
75-100 mem sized hMSA. The radioactive
label was a 125I-hMSA radiopreparation with
the specific activity of 0.15-0.2 MBq per 1
mg of albumin. I65Dy - MSA was used as a
curative radiopreparation with 10, 30, 50
MBq and more activity. 165Dy has 140min
long half-life, mean p-emitting energy of
445 keV and y-rays of 94.7 keV allowing to
visualize RPP distribution.

Roentgenoangiographical investigations
were performed on the apparatus TUR-60.
For radiometry "in vivo" and "in vitro" the
detectors from "Gamma" radioisotope
laboratory were used.

Intravenous anesthesia in
experimental animals was induced by
injection of 3 % solution of gexenal or
sodium thiopental, 17 mg/kg for rabbits and
45 mg/kg for rats. Animals were sacrificed
by excessive overdosing of drugs.

Methods.
The neutron-activation method of

radionuclide bound microsphere based on
the inclusion of stable isotope into albumin
particles and consequent irradiation of them
with neutrons. It allows to obtain RPP with
high specific activity, certain size of
microspheres and makes it possible to use a
number of short-living isotopes for
treatment of oncological and heavy somatic
diseases.

Catheterization of rabbits' renal artery
for the selective administration of RPP was
conducted according to the standard method
by intrafemoral access. For liver artery
catheterization the opening of abdomen
cavity and introduction of the catheter top
into the coeliac trunk was performed under
visual control and to prevent the RPP
leakage into left ventricular and spleen
arteries the latter ones were ligated.

The selective loading of RPP into the
liver artery of rats was carried out with fine
catheter via gastro-duodenum fixed by
ligation. After the injection the artery was
sutured.

50 % colloid of barium sulfete in 2 %
gelatin solution was used as a contrast. The
contrast substance temperature was
maintained about 40°C in waterbath.

The intraarticular administration of
RPP was carried out by punctioning of the
articular above the patella. The experimental
model of rheumatoid arthritis was induced
by intraarticular administration of 1.5%
zimozan suspension.

Brown-Pears epithelioma was used as
an experimental liver tumor in rabbits. The
primary tumor tissue was minced, teased
trough a nylon mesh and transferred into
recipient's liver. In rats we used M-l
sarcoma cells injected into the liver.

To induce hepatoma in rats a
carcinogenic N-nitrozodiethylamin was
administered per os in the amount of 100
meg/kg of bodyweight during 3 months
according to the method described earlier
(24). M-l cells injected into footpad served
as a model of intratissue tumor.

Morphological investigations were
conducted by means of light microscopy of
hematoxylin-eosin stained samples.
Densitometrical studies were carried out on
digital decoder UAR-2.

Statistical processing of data obtained
was accomplished using standard Student's
test.

3. RESULTS

Intraarticular administration
Intraarticular loading of hMSA

labeled with I25I (5 - 10 mem size) into rat
knee cavity and consequent radiometry
during 10 days demonstrated that
microspheres were completely detained in
the articular. In case of the colloid solution
198 Au administration 96 % of RPP loaded
quantity stayed in the cavity, 1.4 %
accumulated in unguinal lymph nodes and
2.6 % in liver.

Rats with the induced rheumatoid
arthritis were divided into four groups: first
one comprised the control animals, and three
other groups were subjected to 10, 30 and 50



MBq of the 163Dy-hMSA administration
respectively.

Results of the treatment were
assessed roentgeno-angiographically,
pathomorphologically and
densitometrically.

Successful results were obtained after
administration of 30 and 50 MBq of 163Dy-
hMSA, mean absorbed dose was 130 and
220 Gy respectively.

X-ray imaging of rats' articulations
showed the picture close to normal by 14th
day, oedema of articulation soft tissues was
diminishing and the size of articulation
fissure was restored. Along with that we
observed morphological changes in
periosteum and osteo-cartilage areas of
articulation, their density was 18-20 % less
than normal in case of administration of 50
MBq. Perhaps it is due to small dimensions
of rat articulation and thus the tissues were
within the area of effective radiation
influence of 163Dy.

In order to effectively utilize RPP in
clinical practice and to create an optimal
absorbed dose in the site of lesion with
minimal irradiation of surrounding normal
tissues we were interested to study nuclear-
physical characteristics of 163Dy, define the
number of microspheres providing
relatively homogeneous distribution of
particles within the volume as well as the
absorbed dose for articulation cavity in
man.

To obtain quantitative characteristics
of radiation effect of RPP the dose
characteristics of 165Dy point source in
tissue-equivalent media were calculated.
Data about track-energy dependence for
electrons in tissue and radionuclide P-
emission spectrum were used for the
estimation. The surrounding volume was
split into 0.1 lmm thick spherical layers and
the energy loss and absorbed dose were
calculated for each layer),

Study of the emitted P-particles
energy distribution along the distance from
the source showed that 50 % of energy
spreads for 1.15 mm and up to 90 % for 3.1
mm depth.

Comparing the values of the absorbed
dose at a certain distance with the mean
absorbed dose in spherical volume with the
diameter equal to the distance from point
163Dy source (specific activity lBq) one can

see a significant difference between them,
particularly at the end of electron track (up
to 4 orders of magnitude) (Fig. 1).

Thus accepted in clinical practice
way of calculation of mean absorbed dose
does not yield correct data about the dose
absorbed by the target cells localizing at the
different distance from the source.

The absorbed dose inside the tissue
equals to that obtained from a plane source
at the distance of 1-5 mm the source of
radiation.

Using these results the doses from
intraarticularly administered RPP were
calculated.

Calculation of the dose absorbed from
a plane source demonstrates that after
loading of 18500 MBq of 163Dy-hMSA the
absorbed dose at 2 mm depth (tentative
boundary of damaged synovial membrane)
will score 70 Gy and one order of magnitude
less at 4 mm.

These calculations are correct if
microspheres are in close proximity to each
other along the surface (the plane source
model). For discrete hMSA distribution over
the articular cavity surface the minimal
quantity of microspheres required for the
relatively homogeneous absorbed dose
distribution was calculated. Result of
mathematical analysis demonstrated that the
number of 1S5Dy microspheres should be not
less than 3000 per articulation surface area
of 100 cm2.

Intratumoral loading of165Dy- MCA.
On the 20th day after the transfer of

M-l sarcoma cells into rats' footpad when
the tumor volume reached 0.5 cm3 the
animals were given 5.2mCi of 163Dy-hMSA
resuspended in 0.3 ml 0.9% NaCl.

As one can see in Fig 2. the
significant delay of tumor growth was
observed comparing to the control group.



It should be also noted that after the
tumor growth resumption the increasing rate
(0,022 Lg V/day) was substantially lower
(0,045 Lg V/day) than in the group received
fractionated distant radiotherapy (3 fractions
of 10 Gy each) and in the control group
(0,048 Lg V/day). We did not observe
radiation-induced epidermitis and oedema of
the surrounding normal tissues after RPP
administration. Calculation of mean
absorbed dose inside 0.5 cm3 tumor after
loading of 5.2mCi of 163Dy-hMSA
demonstrates that it was averagely 330 Gy.
At the same time the absorbed dose at the
tumor periphery, especially around the
frontier (1mm) was 10 times less, about 33
Gy what possibly reflects the irregularity of
the particles' distribution inside the tumor.
Apparently this might explain the
incomplete positive effect of treatment.
Work aimed to optimize the conditions of
intratumoral administration of RPP are
underway.

Selective intraarterial administration
of125l-hMSA.

hi series of the selective intraarterial
administration of U5I-hMSA in renal artery
of rabbits best results were obtained when
particle size was 15-30 mem. The prolonged
detention of microspheres in renal efferent
arterioles was achieved (92 % of the
administered quantity on 10th day, 79 % on
the 20th day) and 123I-hMSA concentration in
liver and lung did not exceed 1 %, in thyroid
gland - 2.7 % (Fig 3).

HMSA of this size caused transient
minor morphological changes in renal tissue.
The selective loading of microspheres in
lobule renal artery and surgical removal of
another one was endured well by animals
with no essential difference in behavior in
comparison with control rabbits during the
observation period of 6 months. On the other

hand the administration of larger
microspheres (40-75 and 75-100 mem) led
to the occurrence of extensive necrotic areas
and the particles were localized to the level
of lobule and segmental arteries.

After intraarterial loading of I23I-
hMSA in rabbit liver artery best results were
obtained when the size of microspheres was
45-60 mem what corresponds the diameters
of rabbit interlobular and septal arteries (Fig.
4).

45-60 mem hMSA depositions
clearance rate from liver tissue was two
times lower then in case of 15-30 mem
hMSA and quantitatively was as following:
first day - 96 %; fifth day - 79 %; tenth day
- 50 % and to twentieth day - 16% of
administered quantity. Accumulation of RPP
in lungs did not exceed 2 % on twentieth
day, in thyroid gland it was up to 5%.
Roentgenangiographycal imaging performed
one day after the microspheres loading
revealed the pronounced parenchymatous
phase suggestive of the "opening" of the
majority of capillaries not functioning
before. On the 20th day the
hepatoangiogramms were nearly normal
although the leak of contrast substance into
portal vessels of liver took place.
Morphological changes in liver tissue were
temporary, we noted dilation of sinuses and
venous bloodfilling of lobules which had a
tendency to normalize by 20th day.

The distribution of microspheres in
tumor and normal tissue of animal's liver
was studied. Mean accumulation of 45-60
mem hMSA was averagely 3.9 times higher
in case of Brown-Pears tumor transfer into
rabbits' liver tissue. 15-30 mem hMSA
accumulation was 6.3 times more intensive
in induced rat hepatoma than in normal liver
tissue.

To our opinion in order to create
optimal absorbed dose within the tumor and
minimize the lesions of surrounding tissues
it is necessary to calculate the quantity of
particles providing relatively homogeneous



distribution of RPP in normal tissue and its
specific activity depending on the isotope
being used. First of all, the number of
vessels with the diameter corresponding to
microsphere size was defined. After the data
were entered into the computer program
modeling the arterial stream of organs
structure (25) we found that there were
averagely 10,000 vessels with the diameter
of 45-60 mem in rabbit liver. The
administration of 5000 to 30000 particles
provided relatively homogenous distribution
of RPP in liver. To compute the optimal
absorbed dose we suggest to consider an
organ as a sphere inside of which a great
number of small spheres with the radius
corresponding to energy characteristics of
radionuclide are distributed homogeneously
all over the volume. Provided the organ and
tumor volume are known this approach
allows to reasonably accurately determine
the required quantity of microspheres and
the specific activity of RPP to be
administered in order to create the desired
absorbed dose in e.g. hepatoma and
surrounding healthy tissues.

4. DISCUSSION

Analysis of the conducted studies
strongly suggests the possibility of usage of
the domestic protein microspheres as a
vehicle for radionuclide. The neutron-
activating method of RPP production
enables to utilize a broad spectrum of short-
living isotopes that can be delivered into the
target organ and anchored there for a long
time.

Depending on the way of the hMSA
administration and characteristics of the
organ a number of important points should
taken into consideration to provide an
effective radionuclide therapy. Good
treatment results were obtained in case of
the experimentally induced rheumatoid
arthritis in rats after intraarticular loading of
165Dy-hMSA. Unlike the colloid solutions of
169Er, mAu, "6Re, " Y usage when their
leakage from articular cavity reaches 20 %
and more the microspheres are almost
completely detended in the damaged
articulation.

Mathematical calculations show that
homogeneous distribution of RPP in human
articulation cavity with the square of 100

cm2 can be achieved when the quantity of
administered particles exceeds 3000. The
computation of the absorbed dose is
expediently to conduct as a function of the
dose within the distance equivalent to the
thickness of damaged synovial membrane.

On the example of 165Dy-hMSA
energy characteristic distribution we
demonstrated that the absorbed dose for
damaged cells at 2mm distance from the
radioactive source is 7 times less than the
one for a sphere of 2mm diameter. Thus
accepted in clinical practice way of the
estimation of mean absorbed dose in
spherical volume does not yield true data
about real dose received by target organ
cells locating to different distances from the
source.

For the physician creation of optimal
absorbed dose on the boundary of damaged
area is a problem of great importance. It is
even admittable to overirradiate some of the
target organ cells situating close enough to
the radioactive source. Analysis of
dosimetric data in case of intratumoral
loading of M3Dy-hMSA also point out the
necessity of the absorbed dose calculation
methods taking into account the distance
from the source and possible heterogeneity
of RPP distribution inside the tumor to be
employed. When 0.5cm3 tumor was treated
with mean absorbed dose of 330 Gy and the
distance between particles and the tumor
edge reached lmm the absorbed dose for
distal cells was ten time less, 33Gy. These
features of the absorbed dose forming are
more or less typical for any radionuclide.
Therefore the energy characteristics of p-
emitters applied should be taken into
consideration and the respective corrections
should be made to neatly estimate the
amount of therapeutic radioactivity to be
administered.

In case of selective intraarterial
administration of microspheres the
substantiation of hMSA size and quantity is
of high importance besides of the
peculiarities mentioned. The prolonged RPP
detention in the target causing no essential
morphological and functional changes was
achieved by embolization on the level of
septal and interlobular arteries and of
efferent arterioles in the animal's renal. In
man the analogous vessels have the diameter
approximately 80-100 mem and 40-50 mem



respectively. The uniformity of microsphere
distribution in the organ and the their
accumulation in tumors depends on the
number of particles being administered. In
our earlier investigations we noted that in
case of the insufficient or excessive loading
of microspheres we could not reach the
prominent accumulation of RPP in the tumor
tissue. Apparently in the first case there was
insufficient accumulation of particles in
tumor vessels and in the second one after the
"saturation" had been achieved the
microspheres continued to penetrate into
normal liver tissue of animals.

Mathematical model of organ arterial
lake structure supposes there is the
dependence between the diameters of
primary vessel and its lower branches. One
may assume that organ artery of certain
diameter supplies a corresponding volume of
tissue with blood. According to our
mathematical calculations after the
measurement of rabbit liver artery diameter
the number of septal and interlobular arteries
was found to be approximately 10000.
Experimental results of the third/fourth
degree vessel branches number and their
diameter determination performed under

light microscope were identical to those
obtained by means of calculations.

The introduction of 5000 to 30000
microspheres led to their relatively
homogeneous distribution in liver. Choice of
optimal microsphere number in any
particular case depends on the energy
characteristics of radionuclide used. In other
words, each microsphere bound with
radionuclide may be considered as a small
sphere with a radius equivalent to effective
electron track length of RPP. The organ may
be presented as a large sphere inside of
which smaller spheres are distributed. When
the number of particles providing
homogenous distribution inside the organ is
known it becomes possible to compute the
specific activity of RPP in order to set up the
desired absorbed dose in tumor.

Investigations carried out suggest the
efficacy of radionuclide therapy application
for treatment of oncological and heavy
somatic diseases. They also indicate the
necessity of further investigations aimed to
optimize the usage of microspheres as a
radionuclide carrier usage and to detaily
work out the criteria of dosimetric planning.
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